A new classic in a new edition, the Berkshire Encyclopedia of
World History takes us from the Big Bang to the 21st century
“One of the great strengths of this unique resource is that although it is accessible to novices and younger users, it is still
useful to more advanced researchers and scholars. It succeeds in tying specific and local histories to larger patterns and
movements. Overall, this magnificent set provides an interconnected and holistic perspective on human history and is
recommended for most libraries.” — Booklist
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William H. McNeill, Jerry H. Bentley, David Christian, Ralph
Croizier, J. R. McNeill, et al., editors

bundle

978-1-933782-65-2 • 6 volumes • 8.5x11” • Price: US$875
Available in print and/or digital editions

A few of the 100 new articles in the Revised and Expanded 2nd Edition
• “Big History” by David Christian, Macquarie
University, Australia
• “Economic Cycles” by William H. McNeill,
University of Chicago, Emeritus
• “Printing” by Elizabeth L. Eisenstein, University of
Michigan, Emerita

• “Trees” by Oliver Rackham, Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge
• “United States of America” by Thomas Bender,
New York University
• “Egypt” by Jason Thompson, Colby College

“Challenging traditional encyclopedias that offer the standard who, what, when, and where, the second
edition of the Berkshire Encyclopedia of World History continues to focus on cultural comparisons and
interactions using broad themes.... [Other] encyclopedias lack much of the unique content offered in
this work, and do not focus on the historical significance of topics such as sweet potatoes and trees or
discuss emerging trends such as “big history” and trade cycles. Highly recommended.” —Choice
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Berkshire Encyclopedia of World History, 2nd Edition
Improved page design and layout
each article begins on a new wide-margined
page, to make photocopying classroom
handouts or homework assignments easier.

Over 700 new illustrations
The second edition contains more
than 1,200 illustrations, photos,
and maps from the collections of
the Library of Congress, the World
Digital Library, the New York
Public Library, and many more.

Informative abstracts provide an overview

“

”

If you prefer digital only, contact us for one-time purchase and subscription options. A digital edition is
also available from major U.S. and international library vendors including Gale Virtual Reference Library,
Ebook Library, and MyiLibrary. Please contact them directly for pricing and technical information.
A full-color digital edition is available from Credo Reference at a special discounted bundle price for
schools that purchase a print set. Schools that own the first edition in print or as an e-book are also
eligible for a discount on the Berkshire/Credo special edition.
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